Let X be a simply connected space whose mod p cohomology is isomorphic to that of a compact, simply connected, simple Lie group as an algebra over the Steenrod algebra. We determine the algebra structure of the mod p cohomology of Ω.X algebraically. Moreover we give a method to determine the algebra structure of the mod p cohomology of the space of loops on a homogeneous space.
This result motivates the conjecture that H*(ΩX; Z/p) is isomorphic, as an algebra, to H*(ΩG Z/p) under the condition in Theorem 0.1. In this paper, we will show THEOREM 0.2. If X is a simply connected space and satisfies (0.1), then H*(ΩX\Z/p) = H*(ΩG; Z/p) as an algebra.
(Note X is merely a simply connected space. We do not assume that it space is an H-space.) Theorem 0.2 is obtained as a consequence of algebraic calculation of the algebras //*(ΩG; Z/p). In particular, when H*(G) is /7-torsion free, the algebra structure of H*(ΩG; Z/p) is determined by virtue of Proposition 1.6, which asserts that algebraic calculation of H*(ΩX\ Z/p) is possible when H*(X; Z/p) is an exterior algebra. In order to calculate the algebra H*(ΩG; Z/p), we make use of the Steenrod operations in the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence ( [15] , [20] ) and [10, Theorem 2.3] , which is an answer to extension problems in spectral sequences.
In the latter half of this paper, we examine the algebra structure of the cohomology rings of spaces of loops on homogeneous spaces. In [19] , L. Smith has shown the following.
THEOREM ([19; Theorem P2]). Let G be a compact simply connected Lie group, U a closed connected subgroup of G and i: U «-• G the inclusion map. Consider H*(U; Z/p) as an H*(G; Z/p) module via the map i*: H*(G Z/p) -+ H*(U Z/p). Then if H*(G Z/p) is an exterior algebra on odd dimensional generators, there is a filtration {F-»H*(Ω(G/U) Z/p) n > 0} such that Eξ*(H*(Ω(G/U) Z/p)) = > H *W\ Z/p)) as a Hopf algebra.
From this theorem and [10; Theorem 2.4], we will obtain a proposition (Proposition 1.10) on the algebra structure of H*(Ω(G/U) Z/p). By applying our proposition, the mod p cohomology rings of Ω(SU(m + n)/ SU(/i)), Ω(Sp(m + n)
Ω(Sp(m + «)/Sp(ra) x Sp(/i)) can be computed. But if G is not simply connected or H*(G Z/p) is not an exterior algebra, it is not easy to calculate the cohomology ring of Ω(G/U) in general. In order to determine the algebra structure of
H*(Ω(U(m + n)/U(m) x U(n)) Z/p), H*(Ω(SO(m + n)/ SO(n)) Z/p),
IT(Ω(£ 8 /(SU(9)/Z/3)) Z/2), we cannot apply Proposition 1.10 because U(m + n) and SO(m-hn) are not simply connected and H*(E$ Z/2) is not an exterior algebra.
In the concrete, we will attempt to compute the mod p cohomology rings of
Ω(U(m + ή)l U(m) x U(n)), Ω(SO(m + n)/ SO(n))
and the mod 2 cohomology ring of Ω(£ 8 /(SU(9)/Z/3)).
This paper is organized as follows. In §1, we state our results. In §2, we prove them by using results of [1], [2] , [3] , [7] , [14] and [22] .
1. Results. In this paper, we may denote pf by p [f] for any prime number p . K p means a field of characteristic p . In this section, for algebras A and B, A = B means that A is isomorphic to B as an algebra.
Let G be an exceptional Lie group. When H*(G) has /?-torsion, the algebra structure of the mod p cohomology of the space of loops on the exceptional Lie group G is determined by considering the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence converging to H*(ΩG; Z/p). Before we state the algebra structure of the mod p cohomology of the space of loops on G whose integral cohomology has no p-ioxύon, let us define some notation. The following lemma will be needed to study the Steenrod operations in the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence. LEMMA 1.5. Let H* be a Hopf algebra over stf (p) 
In Proposition 1.6, we treat a space X which satisfies the following: (A) X is a simply connected space and 
Let {i^jrKo be the decreasing filtration of Γ = H*(ΩX;Z/p) which is obtained from the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence converging to Γ. Roughly speaking, the condition (1.2) or (1.3) is sufficient for deciding whether, for any algebra generator x of Γ belonging to If we take notice of the elements x 3 and y\g, then it follows that condition (1.3) is not satisfied because m(j) = 1 and m(ί) = 9, that is 1 3 2 = 9 and / = 2 > 1 = k(j). This means that we cannot determine, by using our method, the mod 3 cohomology ring of the space of loops on a simply connected space X whose mod 3 cohomology is isomorphic to i/*(SU(2) x Spin(20) Z/3).
Applying Proposition 1.6 (3), we have THEOREM 1.7.
( Let G be a simply connected Lie group whose mod p cohomology is an exterior algebra on odd dimensional generators, U a closed connected subgroup of G, and /: U °-> G the inclusion map. By (
where T = {n 9 n + l,...,m + n-I}. where T = {2n + 1, In + 3, ... , 2m + 2n -1} and p φ 2.
here degs ι Xj = j -1, degx = i and m> n.
The following theorems are obtained by computing in the concrete. 
THE COHOMOLOGY RING OF THE SPACES OF LOOPS
where J€L' where deg^ = /, degw 7 = j, degtϋ/ = /, degv m = m. In order to prove Lemma 1.5, we will prepare a lemma.
NOTATION. Put U = {u\u φ Omod/?}. For any u e U, let i(u) be the least integer / which satisfies (QH*) 2U do not intersect for any k, r and u, u' G U (u Φ u r ). Therefore Lemma 1.5 follows from Lemma 2.1. D
Proof of Proposition 1.6 (1) and (2) . Let {E r , rf r } be the EilenbergMoore spectral sequence (with K^-coefficients) of the path-loop fibration £IX^PX-+X.
Put Γ = H*(X;K P ). In order to prove Proposition 1.6 (3) by using [10; Theorem 2.4], we must obtain a good p-simple system of generators for H*(ΩX %/p). First, applying the same argument as in the proof of (2) In the above last expression, the second summations are zero from the instability axiom of the Steenrod operation. From (1.1), , where w 0 e F-^1 +I^* (ΩΛΓ; Z/p). Using the same argument as above, it follows that the latter half of Lemma 2.3 holds. 
Note that there is an integer j such that m(i)p = m(j) if k(i) >

Proof of Lemma 2.2. Put for 1 < r < k(i) -1, and put 7 P \fP" lχ 2m(ΐ)+\) = y P [f](s~l*2m(i)+i) -
), we have that m(i) = m(t) and / > / -n -1 = f(j).
Thus we can conclude that ( 
2.10) p\fU)]U) P [f{j)] = P(n 9 m(t))γ p[f _ n _ ι] (s-ι x 2m{ t) + ι)
From (2.9) and (2.10), we see that the equality (2.8) causes a contradiction to the module structure of EQ* . Thus we have (2.6). Next let us consider the case that / satisfies the condition (1.3). Assume that there exists an element yp[f(j)](s~ιX2mU)+i) which satisfies fU) > f in (2.8) . Applying the same argument as above, we see that there exist integers t e J and n e N such that If n + 1< k{t), then Therefore, by using the usual argument of the filtration, we see that (2.8) causes a contradiction. Hence n + 1 > k(t). From the argument of the total degree in (2.
8), we obtain that p[f] 2m(i) = p[f(j)] p[n + 1] 2m(t) and so p[f] m(i) = p[f(j) + n + 1] m(t). But this equality contradicts the condition(1.3) because f(j) > f and n + 1 > k(t). Hence we conclude that f(j) < f for any j in (2.8).
Suppose that f(j) = / for some j. From the condition (1.3) and the fact that m{i) = p[n + 1] m{t), where / and t G /, it follows that ; Zip)
if n + 1 = fc(ί) and that if n + 1 < k(t). From (2.8), we have an equality:
and λ u φ 0. But this equality contradicts the fact that S is a ^-simple system of generators for EQ* . Finally, f(j) < f for any j, which is a contradiction. We have (2.6).
Let us verify (2.7). If there exists an integer / such that By applying the same argument as the proof of (2.6), we see that the equality (2.11) causes a contradiction. Hence it follows that j φ J for any j in (2.11). For any j, there exist integers tj e / and Πj such that From (2.11), we have the following equality: equal to t(m, n) . By virtue of Proposition 1.6 (3), we have (1).
(2) Since Spin(2π -1) x S 2n~ι ~p Spin(2n), it follows that ΩSpin(2n -1) x ΩS 2 *" 1 -p ΩSpin(2n).
Hence we obtain (2) from (1). (In this case, since the condition (1.3) is satisfied, (2) can be proved by applying Proposition 1.6 (3) without using (1).) (5) By considering the degrees of the subalgebra generators of H*(ΩX Z/2), we see that P(k, m)x 2m +ι -0 for any m and k > 0. Therefore, / = {1, 2,..., n}, m{i) = 2i-l and k{i) = 1 in Proposition 1.6 (3). We have (5) by Proposition 1.6 (3).
•
The method used to prove Theorems 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.7, 1.9 and We have that 
Since τ(x%) -\x n \Xn\ in E™ , it follows that in E^2>*. ρ ι x n is decomposable for dimensional reasons. Therefore, if ρ*x n φ 0,then n+2/(3-l) > 2«+3+2n+7 and so n+4i > 4^+10. Hence n+2j (3 - and E?* =• #*(Ω(SO(m + n)/SO(/i)); Z/2), where (-1, j) and bidegw; = (-2, j-2 [Sj] U(m + n)/U(m)xU(n).
Note that this spectral sequence has a Hopf algebra structure. We know that Proof of Theorem 1.16. As is known, //*(SU(9)/Z/3 Z/2) = A(e 3 9 e $9 ... 9 e lΊ ), First, we have that i*(x$) = ^3 since 7*: i?3(SU (7)) -• H${E%) is an isomorphism, where j: SU(7) -> £g is a composition of the inclusion maps /: SU(9)/Z/3-^£ 8 and k: SU(7) -> SU(9)/Z/3.
Using the Steenrod operation, we have that i*(xs) = £5, i*(x9) = ^9 and i*(x\η) = en. Let us show that i*{x\s) = ^15. We see that λ = 1 and A' = 0. Hence we obtain that Hence Eξ* = E™ = £**. Put
The usual argument of the filtration of /ί*(Ω(£ r 8 /(SU(9)/Z/3)) Z/2) allows us to conclude that ef = 0 and {s~ιXi®ei) 2 = 0. Furthermore, h(a) = 2 for any a G AG because there is no pair of non-negative integers (/, /') which satisfies
